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Drama in Pre-Prep

Design Technology

Pre-Prep 2 have been reading
and learning about Where the
Wild Things Are by Maurice
Sendak. Alani has taken her
remote learning to a whole new
level and created this incredible
work of art. Rosie has designed
and made this fantastic stage
set for a wild rumpus.
Pre-Prep 3 have been
designing and making theatres
for their sock puppets. Here is
Oliver's
wonderful creation!
Pre-Prep 1 have been reading the story
of the Three Billy Goats Gruff. Joseph
wondered if the Troll had actually been
badly maligned over the years so he
created an alternative, caring Troll.

The children in Prep 3 have been
designing and making cube robots. They
have learned about net shapes and
have explored materials working on
their quality of finish through cutting
and assemblage. They have used bold,
eye-catching colours. The children have
created individual designs for the
heads, bodies and legs. Each of the
cubes rotates allowing for a whole host
of robot character possibilities. What
fantastic work in DT this term Prep 3!
Chinese New Year
Pre-Prep
have been
celebrating
the start of
the Year of
the Ox with some wonderful pieces of art
work.

Reflection, Rotation and
Translation Art
Prep 4 have been looking at
translations,
reflections
and rotations using four quadrant
coordinates. They have then used
these concepts to create Maths art
work.
Road Safety in English
Prep 1 have been learning
about persuasive techniques
and, whilst reading The
Hodgeheg by Dick King-Smith,
they took the time to create
some road safety signs!
Pre

Working Together
In PSHE, Prep 3 have been thinking about ways in which the
world would benefit if there was more cooperation between
countries? The children came up with some great ideas. Here
are some of Jasper’s thoughts:
We could end food poverty and to help everyone to eat
healthily. Stop racism to make the world a kinder and better
place. Reduce plastic waste to protect our animals around the
world. Stop bullying and make everyone appreciate one
another. Stop COVID and people dying from this illness and
make sure everyone around the world has a vaccine to protect
them. Stop people and their animals living out on the streets,
and provide a safe shelter and food for them. Support and
protection for families who may have lost relatives to
illnesses. Support local shops that need business, rather than
the larger shops.

